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U.S. Total Market 

Index2 Nov Earnings N/A N/A
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

•Incorporated and headquartered in the U.S.
•Listed on a U.S. stock exchange
•Positive cumulative earnings over the last four fiscal quarters
•P/E ratio of at least 2
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $200,000 for each of the 6 months

N/A

U.S. LargeCap 

Index2 Nov Earnings7 N/A N/A
25%

15% RE8
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

500 largest companies from the WisdomTree U.S. Total Market Index, ranked by market 
capitalization

Companies that fall within the bottom decile of a composite risk factor score, which is composed 
of on equally weighted score of the below two factors, are not eligible for inclusion.  
1) Quality Factor – determined by static observations and trends of return on equity (ROE), 
return on assets (ROA), gross profits over assets and cash flows over assets.  Scores are 
calculated within industry groups.
2) Momentum Factor – determined by stocks’ risk adjusted total returns over historical periods 
(6 and 12 months)
The score for each factor is used to calculate an overall factor score, i.e. composite risk score, 
that is used to eliminate potentially higher risk companies that would have otherwise been 
eligible for inclusion.

U.S. LargeCap 
Fund (EPS)

U.S. MidCap Index2 Nov Earnings7 N/A N/A
25%

15% RE8
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

Top 75% of the remaining market capitalization from the WisdomTree U.S. Total Market Index 
after the 500 largest companies have been removed

•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

Companies that fall within the bottom decile of a composite risk factor score, which is composed 
of on equally weighted score of the below two factors, are not eligible for inclusion.  
1) Quality Factor – determined by static observations and trends of return on equity (ROE), 
return on assets (ROA), gross profits over assets and cash flows over assets.  Scores are 
calculated within industry groups.
2) Momentum Factor – determined by stocks’ risk adjusted total returns over historical periods 
(6 and 12 months)
The score for each factor is used to calculate an overall factor score, i.e. composite risk score, 
that is used to eliminate potentially higher risk companies that would have otherwise been 
eligible for inclusion.

U.S. MidCap Fund 
(EZM)

WISDOMTREE EQUITY INDEXES

U.S. INDEXES

WISDOMTREE INDEX METHODOLOGY GUIDE [as of September, 2022]
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U.S. SmallCap 

Index2 Nov Earnings7 N/A N/A
25%

15% RE8
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

Bottom 25% of the remaining market capitalization from the WisdomTree U.S. Total Market 
Index after the 500 largest companies have been removed

•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

Companies that fall within the bottom decile of a composite risk factor score, which is composed 
of on equally weighted score of the below two factors, are not eligible for inclusion.  
1) Quality Factor – determined by static observations and trends of return on equity (ROE), 
return on assets (ROA), gross profits over assets and cash flows over assets.  Scores are 
calculated within industry groups.
2) Momentum Factor – determined by stocks’ risk adjusted total returns over historical periods 
(6 and 12 months)
The score for each factor is used to calculate an overall factor score, i.e. composite risk score, 
that is used to eliminate potentially higher risk companies that would have otherwise been 
eligible for inclusion.

U.S. SmallCap 
Fund (EES)

U.S. Dividend 

Index2 Nov
Adjusted 
Indicated 
Dividend 

N/A N/A
25%

5% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

•Incorporated and headquartered in the U.S.
•Listed on a U.S. stock exchange
•Regular cash dividend payments 
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $100,000 for 3 months

Companies that fall within the bottom decile of a composite risk factor score, which is composed 
of on equally weighted score of the below two factors, are not eligible for inclusion.  

1) Quality Factor – determined by static observations and trends of return on equity (ROE), 
return on assets (ROA), gross profits over assets and cash flows over assets. Scores are 
calculated within industry groups.
2) Momentum Factor – determined by stocks’ risk adjusted total returns over historical periods 
(6 and 12 months)

Companies that fall within the top 5% ranked by dividend yield and also the bottom ½ of the 
composite risk factor score are not eligible for inclusion.

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

U.S. Total Dividend 
Fund (DTD)

U.S. Dividend ex-

Financials Index2 Nov
Indicated 
dividend 

yield
N/A N/A

25%
10% RE

  $200M /  
$400M

$100M
10 highest dividend-yielding companies in each sector, excluding Financials, from 300 largest 
companies by market capitalization from the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index

U.S. Dividend ex-
Financials Fund 
(DTN)

U.S. High Dividend 

Index2 Nov
Adjusted 
Indicated 
Dividend 

5% N/A
25%

5% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$200M

Top 30% by indicated dividend yield from the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index 

•To be deleted from the Index, companies must rank outside of the top 35% by indicated 
dividend yield.

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

U.S. High Dividend 
Fund (DHS)

U.S. LargeCap 

Dividend Index2 Nov
Adjusted 
Indicated 
Dividend 

N/A N/A
25%

10% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

300 largest companies from the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index by market capitalization

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

U.S. LargeCap 
Dividend Fund 
(DLN)
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U.S. MidCap 

Dividend Index2 Nov
Adjusted 
Indicated 
Dividend 

N/A N/A
25%

10% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

Top 75% of the remaining market capitalization from the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index after 
the 300 largest companies have been removed

•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

U.S. MidCap 
Dividend Fund 
(DON)

U.S. SmallCap 

Dividend Index2 Nov
Adjusted 
Indicated 
Dividend 

N/A N/A
25%

10% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

Bottom 25% of the remaining market capitalization from the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index 
after the 300 largest companies have been removed

•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

U.S. SmallCap 
Dividend Fund 
(DES)

U.S. Quality 
Dividend Growth 
Index

Nov
Indicated 
Dividend 

5% N/A

25% Tech
10% RE
20% all 
others

  $200M /  
$400M

$2B

•Earnings yield > dividend yield
•Ranked using a weighted combination of three factors: 50% weighted to the rank of medium-
term estimated earnings growth, 25% weighted to the rank of the historical three-year average 
return on equity (ROE), and 25% weighted to the rank of the historical three-year average return 
on assets (ROA). Companies with negative equity and therefore undefined return on equity will 
be given a median score as long as they've shown dividend growth over the past 5 years.
•An eligible company must not be a member of the WisdomTree U.S. SmallCap Dividend Index. 

Top 300 companies from the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index with the best combined ranking

U.S. Quality 
Dividend Growth 
Fund (DGRW)

U.S. SmallCap 
Quality Dividend 
Growth Index

Nov
Indicated 
Dividend 

2% N/A
25%

10% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

•Earnings yield > dividend yield
•Ranked using a weighted combination of three factors: 50% weighted to the rank of medium-
term estimated earnings growth, 25% weighted to the rank of the historical three-year average 
ROE, and 25% weighted to the rank of the historical three-year average ROA. Companies with 
negative equity and therefore undefined return on equity will be given a median score as long as 
they've shown dividend growth over the past 5 years.

Top 50% from the WisdomTree U.S. SmallCap Dividend Index with the best combined ranking

•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

U.S. SmallCap 
Quality Dividend 
Growth Fund 
(DGRS)
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U.S. Multifactor 
Index

Feb; May; 
August; 

November

Factor Score 
and Volatility 
over the prior 

12 months

4% N/A Sector factor  
  $200M /  
$400M

N/A

•List shares on a U.S. stock exchange
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $1,000,000 for each of the 3 months
•Incorporated and headquartered in the U.S.
•Top 800 companies by market capitalization that meet the selection
criteria are assigned a score for each of the following factors:
  1) Value Factor - determined by fundamental valuation ratios, i.e.
  sales to price, book to price, earnings to price, estimated earnings
  to price, EBITDA to enterprise value, operating cash flow to price.
  2) Quality Factor - determined by static observations and trends of
  return on equity (ROE), return on assets (ROA), gross profits over
  assets and cash flows over assets
  3) Momentum Factor - determined by stocks’ risk adjusted total
  returns over historical periods (6 and 12 months)
  4) Low Correlation Factor - incorporates diversification potential of
  stocks that are less correlated to the market

200 securities with the highest composite scores based on two fundamental factors, value and 
quality measures, and two technical factors, momentum and correlation.

U.S. Multifactor 
Fund (USMF)

International High 
Dividend Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend 

5% 25%
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$200M

•Median daily dollar volume of at least $200,000 for 3 months

Companies ranking in the top 30% by highest dividend yield from the WisdomTree International 
Equity Index are selected for inclusion.

•To be deleted from the Index, companies must rank outside of the top 35% by dividend yield.

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

International High 
Dividend Fund 
(DTH)

INTERNATIONAL  INDEXES

International Equity 
Index/Dynamic 
Currency Hedged 
International Equity 
Index

•Incorporated in Japan, the 15 European countries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland or 
the United Kingdom), Israel, Australia, Hong Kong or Singapore
•List shares on one of the stock exchanges in Europe; the Tokyo Stock Exchange; or the stock 
exchanges in Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore or Israel
•Pay at least $5 million in gross cash dividends
•Trade at least 250,000 shares per month for each of the 6 months
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $100,000 for 3 months

Companies that fall within the bottom decile of a composite risk factor score, which is composed 
of on equally weighted score of the below two factors, are not eligible for inclusion.  

1) Quality Factor – determined by static observations and trends of return on equity (ROE), 
return on assets (ROA), gross profits over assets and cash flows over assets. Scores are 
calculated within industry groups.
2) Momentum Factor – determined by stocks’ risk adjusted total returns over historical periods 
(6 and 12 months)

Companies that fall within the top 5% ranked by dividend yield and also the bottom ½ of the 
composite risk factor score are not eligible for inclusion.

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

International Equity 
Fund (DWM) /
Dynamic Currency 
Hedged 
International Equity 
Fund (DDWM)

$100M
  $200M /  
$400M

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

N/A 25%
25%

15% RE
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International 
Dividend ex-
Financials Index

Sept
Dividend 

yield
N/A 25%

25%
15% RE

  $200M /  
$400M

$100M
300 companies with the highest market values from the WisdomTree International Equity Index, 
outside the Financials sector, and then selecting the 10 highest dividend-yielding stocks in each 
sector

International 
Dividend ex-
Financials Fund 
(DOO)

International 
LargeCap Dividend 
Index  

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

N/A 25%
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

300 largest companies by market capitalization from the WisdomTree International Equity Index

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

International 
LargeCap Dividend 
Fund (DOL)

International 
MidCap Dividend 
Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

N/A 25%
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

Top 75% of the remaining market capitalization from the WisdomTree International Equity Index 
after the 300 largest companies have been removed

•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

International 
MidCap Dividend 
Fund (DIM)

International 
SmallCap Dividend 
Index/
Dynamic Currency 
Hedged 
International 
SmallCap Equity 
Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

N/A 25%
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

Bottom 25% of the remaining market capitalization of the WisdomTree International Equity 
Index after the 300 largest companies have been removed

•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

International 
SmallCap Dividend 
Fund (DLS) / 
Dynamic Currency 
Hedged 
International 
SmallCap Equity 
Fund (DDLS)

International 
Quality Dividend 
Growth Index/ 
International 
Hedged Quality 
Dividend Growth 
Index

Sept Dividend 5% 20%
20%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$1B

•Derived from the WisdomTree International Equity Index
•Earnings yield > dividend yield
•Ranked using a weighted combination of three factors: 50% weighted to the rank of medium-
term estimated earnings growth, 25% weighted to the rank of the historical three-year average 
ROE and 25% weighted to the rank of the historical three-year average ROA. Companies with 
negative equity and therefore undefined return on equity will be given a median score as long as 
they've shown dividend growth over the past 5 years.

Top 300 companies with the best combined ranking from the WisdomTree International Equity 
Index

International Quality 
Dividend Growth 
Fund (IQDG) / 
International 
Hedged Quality 
Dividend Growth 
Fund (IHDG)
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Europe Quality 
Dividend Growth 
Index

Sept Dividend 5% 25%
20%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$1B

•List shares on a stock exchange in one of the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 
Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland or the United Kingdom
•Earnings yield > dividend yield
•Ranked using a weighted combination of three factors: 50% weighted to the rank of medium-
term estimated earnings growth, 25% weighted to the rank of the historical three-year average 
ROE and 25% weighted to the rank of the historical three-year average ROA. Companies with 
negative equity and therefore undefined return on equity will be given a median score as long as 
they've shown dividend growth over the past 5 years.
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $200,000 for each of the 3 months

Top 300 European companies with the best combined ranking from the WisdomTree 
International Equity Index

Europe Quality 
Dividend Growth 
Fund (EUDG)

Europe Hedged 
Equity Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend 

5% 25%
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$1B

•Derived from the WisdomTree International Equity Index
•Listed on one of the stock exchanges in Europe (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal or Spain)
•Domiciled in Europe and traded in euros
•Have at least 50% of revenue from countries outside of Europe
•To be deleted from the Index, companies must derive less than 47% of their revenue from 
countries outside of Europe

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

Europe Hedged 
Equity Fund (HEDJ)

Europe SmallCap 
Dividend Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

N/A 25%
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

•Incorporated and listed on a stock exchange in one of the 15 European countries
•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

Bottom 25% of the remaining market capitalization of the WisdomTree International Equity 
Index after the 300 largest European companies have been removed

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

•To be deleted from the Index, companies must fall outside of the bottom 30% of the total 
market capitalization after the 300 largest European companies are removed.

Europe SmallCap 
Dividend Fund 
(DFE)
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Europe Hedged 
SmallCap Equity 
Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

2% 25%
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

•Domiciled in Europe and traded in euros
•Listed on one of the stock exchanges in Europe (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal or Spain)
•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

Bottom 10% of total market capitalization of the European companies traded in euros from the 
WisdomTree International Equity Index

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

•To be deleted from the Index, companies must rank outside of the bottom 13% of total market 
capitalization of the European companies traded in euros.

Europe Hedged 
SmallCap Equity 
Fund (EUSC)

Germany Hedged 
Equity Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend 

N/A N/A
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$1B

•Derived from the WisdomTree International Equity Index
•Incorporated and listed in Germany
•Traded in euros 
•Derive less than 80% of revenue from Germany
•To be deleted from the Index, companies must derive more than 82% of their revenue from 
Germany

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

Germany Hedged 
Equity Fund (DXGE)

Japan Hedged 
Equity Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend 

5% N/A
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$100M

•Derived from the WisdomTree International Equity Index
•Incorporated in Japan and listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange
•Have less than 80% of revenue from Japan
•To be deleted from the Index, companies must derive more than 82% of their revenue from 
Japan

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

Japan Hedged 
Equity Fund (DXJ)

Japan SmallCap 
Dividend Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

2% N/A
25%

15% RE
  $100M / 
$400M

$100M

•Incorporated in Japan and listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange
•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

Japanese companies from the WisdomTree International Equity Index after the 300 largest 
Japanese companies have been removed

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

Japan SmallCap 
Dividend Fund 
(DFJ)
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Japan Hedged 
SmallCap Equity 
Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

2% N/A
25%

15% RE
  $100M / 
$400M

$100M

•Incorporated in Japan and listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange
•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index3

Japanese companies from WisdomTree International Equity Index after the 300 largest 
Japanese companies have been removed

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

Japan Hedged 
SmallCap Equity 
Fund (DXJS)

Global ex-U.S. 

Dividend Index4 Sept Dividend N/A 25%
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

•$100M Dev
•$200M EM

Developed world:
•Must be incorporated in Europe, Israel, Japan, Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore or Canada
•List shares on one of the stock exchanges in Europe (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland or 
the United Kingdom); the Tokyo Stock Exchange; or the stock exchanges in Australia, Israel, 
Hong Kong, Singapore or Canada
•Have paid at least $5 million in gross cash dividends
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $100,000 for 3 months
•Traded at least 250,000 shares per month for each of the 6 months
Developing world:
•Must be incorporated in one of the EM countries (Brazil, Chile, China, Czech Republic, 
Hungary, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South Africa, 
Taiwan, Thailand or Turkey)
 •China—must be incorporated or domiciled in China and trade on the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange
  •India—only include if foreign ownership restriction limits have yet to be breached
•Positive earnings over the past year
•Paid at least $5 million in gross cash dividends
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $200,000 for each of the 6 months
•Traded at least 250,000 shares per month for each of the 6 months

N/A

EMERGING MARKET/GLOBAL INDEXES
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Emerging Markets 
High Dividend 
Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

5%
25%

5% for 
China A

25%
15% RE

  $200M /  
$400M

Top 30% by dividend yield from the WisdomTree Emerging Markets Dividend Index.  In 
addition, approximately 100 Chinese domestic listed companies by highest dividend yield that 
are part of the connect program and meet index requirements will be selected for inclusion.

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted. 

•To be deleted from the Index, companies must rank outside of the top 35% by dividend yield.

Emerging Markets 
High Dividend Fund 
(DEM)

•Incorporated in Brazil, Chile, China, Czech Republic, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Korea, 
Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand or Turkey
•Positive earnings over the past year
  •China—must be incorporated or domiciled in China and trade on the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange.  In addition, approximately 100 largest Chinese domestic listed companies by 
dividend market capitalization that are part of the connect program and meet index 
requirements will be selected for inclusion
  •India—only include if foreign ownership restriction limits have yet to be breached
•Pay at least $5 million in cash dividends
•Trade at least 250,000 shares per month for each of the 6 months
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $200,000 for each of the 6 months

Companies that fall within the bottom decile of a composite risk factor score, which is composed 
of on equally weighted score of the below two factors, are not eligible for inclusion.  

1) Quality Factor – determined by static observations and trends of return on equity (ROE), 
return on assets (ROA), gross profits over assets and cash flows over assets. Scores are 
calculated within industry groups.
2) Momentum Factor – determined by stocks’ risk adjusted total returns over historical periods 
(6 and 12 months)

Companies that fall within the top 5% ranked by dividend yield and also the bottom ½ of the 
composite risk factor score are not eligible for inclusion.

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

The screening and weighting for the eligible Chinese domestic listed companies will follow the 
same logic but will be done separately from the rest of the eligible companies. 

N/A
Emerging Markets 

Dividend Index4 Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

N/A
25%

5% for 
China A

25%
15% RE

  $200M /  
$400M

$200M
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Emerging Markets 
SmallCap Dividend 
Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

N/A
25%

5% for 
China A

25%
15% RE

  $200M /  
$400M

•If a security has multiple listed share classes and the total market capitalization of the listed 
share classes is greater than largest market capitalization cutoff of that index, the security would 

not be eligible for that index.3  The market capitalization of Chinese domestic listed equities will 
be considered for companies with multiple share classes.

Bottom 10% of total market capitalization of the WisdomTree Emerging Markets Dividend Index.  
In addition, approximately 100 largest Chinese domestic listed companies that are part of the 
connect program and meet index requirements will be selected for inclusion based on bottom 
10% market capitalization cutoff of the WisdomTree Emerging Markets Dividend Index without 
A shares.

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted. 

•To be deleted from the Index, companies must rank outside of the bottom 13% of total market 
capitalization.

Emerging Markets 
SmallCap Dividend 
Fund (DGS)

Emerging Markets 
ex-State-Owned 

Enterprises Index6
Sept

Modified float-
adj market 

cap
N/A

Max country 
factor set at 

3.0

7.5% for 

China A5

Sector factor 
to 3% 

higher/lower 
than starting 

universe

  $200M /  
$400M

$1B (float-
adjusted)

•Incorporated or domiciled and listed in Brazil, Chile, China, Czech Republic, Hungary, India, 
Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Taiwan, 
Thailand or Turkey
•Companies domiciled or incorporated in those countries and trading primarily on a U.S. stock 
exchange are also eligible for inclusion.
•In addition, the one-hundred largest Chinese domestic companies by float adjusted market 
capitalization that are part of the connect program and meet index requirements will be selected 
for  inclusion
•Trade at least 250,000 shares per month or $25 million notional for each of the 6 months
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $100,000 for 3 months

Comprising emerging market stocks that are not state-owned enterprises

Emerging Markets 
ex-State-Owned 
Enterprises Fund 
(XSOE)

China ex-State-
Owned Enterprises 

Index6
Sept

Modified float-
adj market 

cap
10%

33% for 
China A

30%
  $200M /  
$400M

$1B (float-
adjusted)

•Derived from Emerging Markets ex-State-Owned Enterprises Index
•Incorporated or domiciled in China
•Companies domiciled or incorporated in China and trading primarily on a U.S. stock exchange 
are eligible for inclusion.
•In addition, the one-hundred largest Chinese domestic companies by float adjusted market 
capitalization that are part of the connect program and meet index requirements will be selected 
for  inclusion
•Shares listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange

China ex-State-
Owned Enterprises 
Fund (CXSE)

Emerging Markets 

ex-China Index6 Sept
Modified float-

adj market 
cap

10%
Max country 
factor set at 

3.0

Sector factor 
to 3% 

higher/lower 
than starting 

universe

  $200M /  
$400M

$1B (float-
adjusted)

•Incorporated or domiciled and listed in  Brazil, Chile, Czech Republic, Hungary, India, 
Indonesia, 
Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South Africa, 
Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, or Saudia Arabia
•Trade at least 250,000 shares per month or $25 million notional for each of the 6 months
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $100,000 for 3 months

Comprising emerging market stocks that are not listed or incorporated in China and that are not 
state owned

Emerging Markets 
ex-China Fund (XC)

India ex-State-
Owned Enterprises 

Index6
Sept

Modified float-
adj market 

cap
10% N/A 30%

  $200M /  
$400M

$1B (float-
adjusted)

•Derived from Emerging Markets ex-State-Owned Enterprises Index
•Incorporated or domiciled in India
•Listed on a stock exchange in India

India ex-State-
Owned Enterprises 
Fund (IXSE)
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Global Dividend 
Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

N/A N/A
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

•$100M U.S. 
& Dev

•$200M EM

•Must be included in one of the following WisdomTree Indexes: 
  WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index
  WisdomTree Global ex-U.S. Dividend Index

Companies that fall within the bottom decile of a composite risk factor score, which is composed 
of on equally weighted score of the below two factors, are not eligible for inclusion.  

1) Quality Factor – determined by static observations and trends of return on equity (ROE), 
return on assets (ROA), gross profits over assets and cash flows over assets. Scores are 
calculated within industry groups.
2) Momentum Factor – determined by stocks’ risk adjusted total returns over historical periods 
(6 and 12 months)

Companies that fall within the top 5% ranked by dividend yield and also the bottom ½ of the 
composite risk factor score are not eligible for inclusion.

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

N/A

Global High 
Dividend Index

Sept
Adjusted 
Dividend

N/A
Regional adj 

factor***
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$2B

•Regional adjustment factor will apply such that the regional weights are equal to the float-
adjusted market capitalization weight of the universe of dividend and nondividend payers of the 
regional allocations of the U.S., developed and emerging markets.

Top 30% by dividend yield from each region, i.e. the U.S., developed and emerging markets, 
selected from the WisdomTree Global Dividend Index 

Companies that fall within the top two deciles of the composite risk factor will have their dividend 
stream multiplied by 1.5 while all other dividends will remain unadjusted.  

•To be deleted from the index, companies must rank outside of the top 35% by dividend yield.

Global High 
Dividend Fund 
(DEW)

Global ex-U.S. 
Quality Dividend 
Growth Index

Sept Dividend 5% 20%
20%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$2B

•Derived from the WisdomTree Global ex-US Dividend Index
•Earnings yield > dividend yield
•Median daily dollar volume $100,000 for 3 months (dev); $200,000 for each of the 6 months 
(EM)
•Ranked using a weighted combination of three factors: 50% weighted to the rank of medium-
term estimated earnings growth, 25% weighted to the rank of the historical three-year average 
ROE and 25% weighted to the rank of the historical three-year average ROA. Companies with 
negative equity and therefore undefined return on equity will be given a median score as long as 
they've shown dividend growth over the past 5 years.
•Effective with the October 2017 reconstitutions, regional adjustment factor will apply such that 
the regional weights are equal to the float-adjusted market capitalization weight of the universe 
of dividend and nondividend payers of the regional allocations of the developed and emerging 
markets.

Global ex-U.S. 
Quality Dividend 
Growth Fund (DNL)

Global ex-U.S. Real 
Estate Index

Sept Dividend N/A 25% N/A
  $200M /  
$400M

$1B

•Median daily dollar volume $100,000 for 3 months (dev); $200,000 for each of the 6 months 
(EM)
•Include passive foreign investment companies

Comprising real estate operating companies, real estate development companies and 
diversified REITs from the WisdomTree Global ex-U.S. Dividend Index

Global ex-U.S. Real 
Estate Fund (DRW)
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India Earnings 
Index

August Net income N/A N/A
25%

15% RE
  $200M /  
$400M

$200M

•Listed on the Indian National or Bombay (Mumbai) Stock Exchange
•Incorporated in India
•Earn at least $5 million in the fiscal year prior to rebalance
•Trade at least 250,000 shares per month for each of the 6 months
•Median daily dollar volume of $200,000 for each of the 6 months
•P/E ratio of at least 2
•FII limit not breached

India Earnings Fund 
(EPI)

Global ex-Mexico 
Equity Index

Sept
Float-adj 

market cap
N/A N/A 25%

  $200M /  
$400M

Developed: 
$100M float 

adjusted

U.S.
 •Incorporated and domiciled in the U.S.
 •Listed on a U.S. stock exchange
 •Median daily dollar volume of at least $100,000 for 3 months
Developed
 •Incorporated or domiciled and listed on one of the stock exchanges in Europe (Austria, 
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, 
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, or the United Kingdom), Tokyo, Australia, Israel, 
Hong Kong, Singapore or Canada.
 •Average daily dollar volume of at least $100,000 for 3 months
 •Traded at least 250,000 shares per month for each of the 6 months
Developing
 •Incorporated or domiciled and listed in Bulgaria, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, India, Korea, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Peru, 
Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia
   •India - only include if foreign ownership restriction limits have yet to be breached

2000 largest companies by float-adjusted market capitalization

N/A

Growth Leaders 
Index

May

Average of 
Equal and 

Market Cap 
Weights

9%

88% U.S.
12% non-

U.S.
5% China

N/A $400M
$2B (float 
adjusted)

•Listed on a U.S. or European stock exchange 
•Eligible Chinese companies must list shares on China domestic or Hong Kong stock exchange.
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $1,000,000 for each of the 3 months
•Eligible securities must have generated at least 7% compound annual revenue growth over the 
trailing three years (if a security was recently listed, 2- or 1-year growth rates will be used)

•Have the following characteristics
 Customer Relationship
 Producer Relationship
 Platform Revenue
 Platform Revenue Percentage
 Value Created by Producer
 Network Ownership and Network Effect

Mid and large-cap companies that are leveraging platform-based business models with high 
revenue growth.

Growth Leaders 
Fund (PLAT)
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•

N/A N/A $300M

•Geographic Exposure: incorporated, domiciled and listed on a stock exchange in the 
Developed World
•Size: market capitalization of at least $300mn
•Liquidity: Average 3-month daily dollar volume of at least $1mn

•Qualitative Filter: Companies involved in BioRevolution activities are identified based on 
exposure to relevant industry classification, and via applicable financial filings

•Index Committee Review: Qualitative and quantitative characteristics of companies are 
evaluated to select and weight index constituents

BioRevolution Fund 
(WDNA)

BioRevolution 
Index

March & 
September

Modified 
Equal 

Weight
N/A N/A

•Derive at least 50% of revenue from cyber security oriented products
•Median daily dollar volume of at least $1,000,000 for each of the 3 months

Developed
•Listed on one of the stock exchanges in the U.S., Europe (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, or 
the United Kingdom), the Tokyo Stock Exchange, Australia, Israel, Hong Kong, Singapore or 
Canada.
Developing
•Listed on one of the stock exchanges in Brazil, Chile, China, Czech Republic, Hungary, 
Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines, Poland, Russian, South Africa, Taiwan, 
Thailand or Turkey.
  •China - companies that are incorporated or domiciled in China and trade on one of the stock 
exchanges in the developed world are eligible for inclusion.  Chinese domestic listed companies 
that are part of the connect program and meet index requirements are eligible for inclusion.

Growth Score - companies are assigned a "Growth Score" based on compounded average 
annual revenue growth (CAGR) over the trailing 3-years.  Eligible companies must be classified 
as "Growing Fact" or "Growing"
  •"Growing Fast" - 20% or higher
  •"Growing" - 7% of higher for new constituents; 5% or higher for current constituents

Focus Score - companies are assigned a "Focus Score" based on degree of involvement across 
cybersecurity development themes.  Eligible companies must be classified as "Broad Focus" or 
"Narrow Focus"
  •"Broad Focus" - High exposure to 3 or more cybersecurity themes
  •"Narrow Focus" - High exposure to 1 or 2 cybersecurity themes

If less than 25 companies pass both Growth and Focus screens, the remaining companies from 
"Broad Focus" and "Narrow Focus" are ranked by revenue CAGR, and higher growth 
companies are selected for inclusion

Cybersecurity Fund 
(WCBR)

Team8 
Cybersecurity 

Index6

March & 
September

Weight 
factor based 

on Focus 
and Growth 

Scores9

N/A N/A N/A $250M $300M


